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ABSTRACT A set of six axioms for sets of relations is
introduced. All well-known sets of specific orderinqs, such as
linear and weak orderings, satisfy these axioms. These axioms
impose criteria of closedness with respect to several
operations, such as concatenation, substitution and
restriction. For operatfonal reasons and in order to link our
results with the literature, it is shown that specific
qeneralizations of the transitivity condition give rise to
sets of relations which satisfy these axioms. Next we study
minimal extensions of a given set of relations which satisfy
the axioms. By this study we come to the fundamentals of
orderings: They appear to be special arrangements of several
types of disorder. Finally we notice that in this framework
many new sets of relations have to be regarded as a set of
orderings and that it is not evident how to minimize the
number of these new sets of orderings.
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1~1 PROBLEM, SOLUTION AND
ORGANIZATION
In the literature many types of orderings~preferences have
been introduced, e.g. linear orderinqs, weak orderinqs, semi-
orderings, partial orderings, interval orderings, quasi-
orderings, tournaments and many less well-known orderinqs.
These orderings have been developed in various fields such as
economy, psycholoqy, sociology, operations research, decision
theory, discrete mathematics and many others. A lot of
research on these orderings was dedicated to model these types
of relations and to compare them with each other as well as
with qraphtheoretical or combinatorial concepts. However, to
the best of our knowledge, there has not been an investiqation
into a system which models all well-known types of orderinqs.
Of course, all orderings have been introduced by imposinq
criteria on relations in such a way that each type of orderinq
is determined by its own specfal set of criteria. Althouqh
such a set of criteria can formalize the phenomenon of
plfnear", n weak", "semi", "partial", "interval" or any other
type of ordering one might think of, át does not formalize
the phenomenon of "ordering" itself. Up till now, we have no
formal criteria which enable us to clarify a set of relations
as a set of orderings. Nevertheless, such criteria may exist
since we use the word "ordering" in a specific way whenever we
deal with relations.
In this paper six criteria are proposed of which we claim that
any set of orderings should satisfy them. These criterfa are
non-triviality of the set of relations and closedness with
respect to permutation, conversion, concatenatíon,
restriction, and substitution. A set of relations which
satisfies these criteria is said to be classified as a set of
orderings. Of course, other criteria might be proposed as
well; hence, the expression "towards" in our title. In order
to have a good balance between precision and clearness we do
not want to be exhaustivily precise.
2In finding criteria for the axiom system, we had the following
in mind:
(1) the well-known sets of orderings should satisfy
the criteria;
(2) between the set of the linear and the set of the
weak orderings there should be no other
classifiable set of orderings;
(3) the number of classifiable sets of orderings
should be minimal (fn some sense).
It is, however, inevitable to admit at least denumerably many
classified sets of orderings, whenever we stick to these six
criteria. We could not find any other suitable criterion or
variations of one of these criteria that could decrease the
number of classifiable sets of orderings. (see section 6).
On the other hand we feel very pleased not only because of the
fact that we have succeeded in a formalfzation of the
phenomenon of ordering, but also because of the fact that
this formalization enables us to deal with old problems in a
fundamental way. By virtue of this axiom-system
Storcken [1989] was able to generalize Arrow's Impossibility
Theorem in Social Choice Theory tremendously, brinqing the
fundamentals of the problem to the front. In Delver, Monsuur i
Storcken [1991] the data ordered in a tournament aze
rearranged to a weak ordering by virtue of the operations
mentioned above.
The system proposed here consists of criteria for sets of
relations. So sets of relations are classified as sets of
orderings. The criteria imposed on linear orderings, weak
orderings, etc. are crfteria for relations and not for sets of
relations. Our motivation for finding criteria for sets of
relations is the following. The decision whether a certain
relation R is a linear orderinq, a weak orderinq or any other
type of ordering is based on the fact that R belonqs to a
certain class of relations called, repectively, the set of
linear orderings, weak orderinqs, etc. The decision whether R
is an ordering or not depends on the fact whether R belongs to
a class of relations which can be conceived as a set of
3special orderings. Thus we have to determine under what
conditions a set of relations should be classifiable as a set
of orderings.
Zn the next section we introduce the primitive notions and
formulate the six criteria for sets of relations. Among others
we introduce the notion of order-isomorphism. We also state
some preliminary results. In section three the notion of
transitivity is generalized. It means that special types of
paths along a relation can be short-cutted by another special
type of paths along that relation. Specific transitivity
conditions together with the reflexivity condition determine
special classifiable eets of orderinqs. This result provides
us with a sufficient condition by which it is easy to check
whether a Bet of relations is classifiable. Note that many
sets of orderinqs in the literature are described in terms of
transitivity conditfons. So, by the qeneralitation of the
transitivity condition, these sets can be classified as sets
of orderings. In section four we discuss minimal extensions. A
set W of relations is a minimal extension of a set V, if
V C W, i.e. V is strictly contained in W, V and W are both
classifiable as sets of orderings, and there is no classified
set U such that V C U C W. We characterize minimal extensions
of V as those sets which are closed under all operatfons on
the relations in V and on a relation R not in V.
Given a classifiable set V of orderings and qiven a relation R
not in V a new classifiable set of orderings, beinq an
extension of V, is obtained by applying closure operations on
V U{R). Relations R satisfying some specific properties lead
to minimal extensions of V. Intuitively, such an R arranges
the elements of its domain disorderly from the standpoint of
V. In the extensions however, these arrangements are accepted
as ozder. This leads us to the conclusion that ordering means
arranging (according to the operations) several disorderings.
Therefore the question whether a relation expresses an
ordering depends on the question whether several arrangements,
which cannot be analysed further are accepted as ordered on
the basis of the operations. For instance, i f we accept no
4disorder at all, then these arrangements are the relations on
singletons and only linear orderings or weak orderings are
orderinq relations. On the other hand, if we accept every
possible arrangement, then, for instance, every tournament is
an ordering relation. Zn section five we comment on some new
(classified) sets of orderings and on the well-known ones. We
qive an inclusion diagram. It might be helpfull for the reader
to consult this diaqram whenever a new type of ordering is
classified. In section six we critically discuss the six
cziteria and several variations on them. Finally we state an
open problem.
5~2 THE CRITERIA
In set theoretical terms a relation on a given set A is
defined as a subset of A x A. A is both the domain and the
co-domain of such a relation. Since we introduce operations,
such as restriction, concatenation and substftution, by which
this domain and co-domain alter, it is necessary to indicate
explicitly the domain (and co-domain) toqether with the
relation. Consequently, the empty relation on a set A will be
different from the empty relation on another set B. Koreover,
we have to specify all the possible domains (and co-domains).
In this paper we restrict ourselves to finite domains for
reasons of cimplicity. Alonq with the development of this
theory we shall indicate some problems which are to be solved
if e.g. countable domains are admitted. In order to admit for
each natural number n 2 1 a domain with cardinality n, we
presuppose the existence of an infinite but countable set
(universe), say D. The set of natural numbers is a possible
candidate. The set of all finite subsets of II is then the set
of all admitted domains:
D:z {A : A S U b O c~A c oo}~
From now on we assume that any relation R is a set of ordered
pairs (of elements of U) and that in RiA this R is restricted
to those pairs which are in A x A. In fact R1A will be short
f or c{cx,y~ : cx,y~ E R b cx,y~ E A x A),A~. Therefore note
that R11A ~ R21B if and only if R1 f1 (A x A) - R2 f1 (B x B)
and A s B. Let R:~ { RtA : R S D x II b A E D}. Let 0 denote
the emptv set. Id :~ {cx,x~ : x E II) is the identitv relation
on U and All :- {cx,y~ : x E 0 b y E U) is the total relation
on D. Foz all domains A in D PJIA, Id1A and A111A denote the
gZnptv relation on A, the identitv relation on A and the total
jConventionally, we use capital R for relations, other
capitals for sets, small letters for elements of II or
integers, and bold capitals for special sets. Furthermore, ~A
indicates the cardinality of A.
6relation on A respectively. For x,y E U and R1A E R, ~x,y~ is
said to be in RiA, notation ~x,y~ E R1A, if, x E A, y E A and
~x,y~ E R. If ~x,y~ E R1A, then we say that x is as least as
good as y with respect to R1A. Furthermore,
R1A s{~x,y~ : ~x,y~ E R k tx,y~ E A x A}lA
~ (R f1 (A x A) ) lA.
DEFIlVTITON 2.1 ~ERATIONS
Let A, B and C be (three) domains in D, such that A and B are
disjoint. Let R1A, R'lA and R"1B be relations in R. Let o be a
permutation of U. Let x E A.
2.1.1 R1A U R'lA :~ (R U R')lA is the union of R1A and R'lA.
2.1.2 R1A f1 R'lA :- (R f1 R')lA is the intersection of R1A and
R'lA.
2.1.3 RiA ' R'lA :~ {~x,y~ . There is a z E A such that
~x,z~ E R1A and ~z,y~ E R'lA}1A is the com~osition of
RiA with R'lA.
2.1.4 For all k?1 .
[R1A]0 .- Id1A.
[R1AJkt1 :a (R1A) ' [R1AJk.
2.1.5 cR1A :L (( UxU)-R)lA is the comnlement relation of R1A.
2.1.6 vR1A :- {~x,y~ : ~y,x~ E R}lA is the converse relation
of R1A.
2.1.7 sR1A :z R1A f1 (vR1A) is the svmmetric vart of R1A.
2.1.8 áR1A :- R1A fl (e(vRiA)) is the asvmmetric oart of R1A.
2.1.9 nR1A :- R1A f1 (cIdlA) is the non-diaaonal Dart of RiA.
2.1.10 rR1A :- R1A U IdlA is the reflexive closure of R1A.
2.1.11 tR1A :- U{[R1A]k : k E{0,1,2,..}} is the transitive
closure of RlA.
oR1A .- 211A; o
on R.
is called the ~onstant ematv oaeration
aR1A :~ {~o(x),o(y)~ . ~x,y~ E R1A}ta(A) is the
permutation under a Qf R1A.
(R1A)~C :z (R f1 (A X A)) 1 C is the domain alternation
t4 C of R1A.
If C ~ A, then (R1A)~C z RiC and fs called the
restriction of RiA to C.
If A S C, then (R1A)~C is called the extension of R1A
to C.
72.1.15 R1A .~ R"iB ::
((R1A)~(AUB)) U ((R"iB)~(AUB)) U (( AxB)1(AUB)) is the
concatenation of R1A with R"18.
2.1.16 Sub(R1A,x,R"1B) :z (R fl ((A-{x}) x (A-{x}))
U(R"f1(BxB) U( B x{a E A -{x} : ~x,a~ E R})
U({a E A -{x} : ~a,x~ E R}) ) 1 (AUB) - {x} is the
substitution of R"1B ~ x~ RtA.
Zn order to reduce the use of parentheses we introduce
priorfties between the introduced operations. We assiqn
hiqhest priority to the monadic operations, á , v, s, à, n, r,
t, ó and a. Next, decreasinq priority i s assiqned to domain
alteration, concatenation, substitution, composition,
intersection and union, in the order listed. For example,
cR1A U vRtA i(c(R1A)) V(v(R1A)), which is different from
C((RlA) U v(R1A)).
The monadic operations c, v, s, à, r, t and a are well-known
from the literature, see e.g. Rouben d~ Vincke [1985J. The
conversion of R is often indicated by 12; sometimes it is
called the inversion of R. In Storcken [1989] it is shown that
there are 64 monadic operations on relations. They play an
important róle in the development of our generalized
transitivity condition, to be introduced later on. However,
for our purpose we can restrict ourselves to the nine monadic
operations defined above.
Union, intersection and composition are well-known binary Set
Theoretical operations. Domain alteration is just an extension
of restriction which is also a well-known operation ín Set
Theory. Concatenation is a binary operation which has already
been introduced in the literature under various other names.
Rosenstein [1982] calls it summation and Jónsson [1982J calls
it lexicographic product. We call it concatenation, because
the result of the operation is a linear chain of two
relations.
8Substitution means what you would expect: In Sub(R1A,x,R"1B)
R"1B plays the r81e of x in R1A, where R"1B and (R1A)~A-{x}
remain unchanged. R"iB is the substitute for x.
Let V be a subset of R. We define criteria for a set V to be
classified as a set of orderings.
Firstly, we demand that for each possible domain, the set of
relations in V on that domain is not trivial. Secondly, we
demand that the names of elements in II are not important, in
other words that V is closed under every permutation of II.
Thirdly, we impose that convertinq all pairs of an orderinq in
V results in a relation that is again in V, i.e. that V is
closed under conversion. In the fourth place we requir that
restrictions of in ordering in V are again in V, in other
words, that V is closed under restriction. In the fitth place,
we impose that having two disjoint orderinqs in V the
concatenation of these two is again in V. Note that the
concatenation strictly prefers every element occurring in the
first ordering above every element occurrinq in the second
one. Finally, we demand that every non-discriminating ordering
in V can be substituted for an element occurrinq in an
ordering of V, yieldinq an orderinq that is again in V. In
other words, V is closed under substitution of non-
discriminating orderings in V. R1A E V is non-discriminatina
if for all permutations a of AxA c(R1A) : R1A. Note that R1A
is non-discriminating if and only if R1A E{A111A, PJlA}. We
denote the set of all non-discriminatina relations of V by
N(V). Hence, if Rt{x} E V, then R1{x) E N(V).
DEFIlVTÍION 2 .2 ~LASSIFYIN(i CRITERIA
Let V S R. V is a classified (or classifiable as al set of
orderinas, if V satisfies (2.2.1) up to ( 2.2.6).
~nTTERTON 2.2.1 V is non-trivial, i.e. for all A E D there
are R' S IIxII and R S OxII such that R'lA E V and
R!A ~ R - V.
P4TTERION 2.2.2 V is ~losed under nermutation, i. e. for all
permutations c of II and for all RlA E V: aRiA E V.
9CRITERION 2.2.3 V fs closed under conversion, i. e. for all
R1A E V : vRlA E V.
sRZTERION 2.2.4 V is closed under restrict~on, i. e. for all
R1A E V and for all B S A with B~ 0: (R1A) ~ B E V.
~RITERION 2.2.5 V is closed under concatenat;~n, i .e. for
all R1A and all R'iB in V with A n B s PJ :
R1A ~~ R' 18 E V.
ORITERION 2.2.6 V is closed under substitution of
non-discriminatinq relations in V, i.e. for all RiA E V,
for all x E A and for all R' 1B E N(V) with A f1 8 ~ 0:
Sub(R1A,x,R'1B) E V.
We think that the criteria above are intuitively appealing
although perhaps the first five are more plausible than the
last one. Nevertheless, let us explain the intuitive idea's in
formulatinq the criteria. When we think of orderinqs, ve
expect that the names of the elements which are to be ordered
have no effect on the orderinq. This expectation is modelled
by the closedness under permutations. When thinkinq of
orderings we expect to arrange the elements in some sense from
"good" to "bad" or from "bad" to "good"; from "left" to
"right" or from "right" to "left". Since "qood" and "bad" and
"left" and "right" are arbitrary qualifications, it is
appealinq that whenever we accept an arrangement from "qood"
to "bad" as an ordering, we should also accept a similar
arrangement from "bad" to "good" as an orderinq. This is
modelled by the closedness under conversion. We think of an
ordering as an arrangement whose parts are arrangements which
are ordered as well. This idea is modelled by the closedness
under restrictions. We also expect that qfven any two
orderings one can make a new one by prefering every element in
the first one strictly above any element in the second one.
This idea is expressed by the closedness under concatenation.
When we think of orderinqs, then we think that for each
possible domain A E D there are relations on A which we accept
as an ordering and there are relations on A which we do not
accept as an ordering on A. This idea is modelled by the non-
triviality criterion.
10The closedness under substitution expresses that the number of
elements in a non-discriminating part of an orderinq, whose
elements are ordered equivalently (in that orderinq), is not
significant. The set of weak orderings whose indifference
classes are equal or smaller than e.g. 10 elements, satisfies
criterion 1 to 5. It is a set which is strictly between the
set of linear orderings and the set af weak orderings. So if
we drop criterion 6 our set of criteria no lonqer sarisfies
condition (2) as mentioned in S1. For variations of this
closedness under substitution we refer to S6.
Before we investigate which sets of relations are
classifiable, we first prove some preliminary results.
~-~QREM 2,3 Let V S R.
Then ( 2.3.1) and (2.3.2) are equivalent, where
2.3.1 V is a classified set of orderings, and
2.3.2 V is closed under conversion, restriction,
concatenation and substitution, and furthermore,
either for all x E D: Idi{x} E V,
or for all x E U : f?J i{x} E V.
PROOF (2 .3.1) ~(2.3.2). Assume 2.3.1. By the non-triviality
of V with respect to singleton domains and




(2,3,2) ~ (2.3.1) Assume 2.3.2. The "either, or"-part of
(2.3.2) and the closedness under restriction imply that either
all R~A E V are reflexive, i.e. rR1A z R1A or all RlA E V are
yrrpf?exive, i.e. nRlA S R1A. So for
contain all relations on A. Let
the closedness under concatenation
L x
Idt {ai} .. Idt {a2} ~ . . . ~~ Idl {an}
A
01 {al} ~~ 01 {a2} ~~ . . . ~~ ldl {an} E V.
Let A E D. Let x E A. Let y E II-A. Let
that axy(x) a Y~ Qyn,(Y)
z E II -{x,y}. Let R1A E V.
and





So V is non-trivial.
a~ .
a~,(z)
In order to prove
II y II be such
a z for all
the closedness
of V under permutation it is sufficient to prove axyR1A E V.
Now since all relations in V are reflexive or all are
ilirreflexive we have ~ oxyR1A : Sub(RiA,x,Zdi{y}) or
vxyR1A ~ Sub(R1A,y,l~Sl{y}). Hence we are done by the closedness
under substitution and the "either, or"-part.
Note that the proof of theorem 2.3 implies
COROLLARY 2.4 Let V S R be a classified set of
orderings. Then either all relations in V are reflexive or all
relations in V are irreflexive.
Algebraically, it is evident how to introduce the notion of
ordermorphism and order-isomorphism.
DEFINIZZON 2.5 MORPHISMS
Let V,W ~ R be two classified sets of orderinqs. Let
h: V y W. Then h is said to be an ordermorphism if,
2.5.1 h preserves domains, i.e. for all R1A E V and all
R'1B E W: If h(R1A) ~ R'iB, then A: B,
2.5.2 h commutates with conversion, í.e. for all RlA E V :
h(vR1A) : vh(R1A),
2.5.3 h commutates with restriction, i. e. for all RlA E V and
all B S A, with B~ fd : h((RlA)~B) : h(R1A)~B,
2.5.4 h preserves concatenation, i. e. for all R1A E V,
R1B E V, with A f1 B- P1 :
h(R1A ~~ R1B) ~ h (R1A) ~~ h(RiB) , and
2.5.5 h p~eserves substitution, i.e. for all RiA E V, all
x E A and all R'1B E N(V), with A n B: 0:
h(Sub(R1A,x,R'1B)) ~ Sub(h(R1A),x,h(R'1B)).
Furthermore, h is said to be an order-isomorphism if h is a
bijective ordermorphism.
In the definition of ordermorphism we did not demand
explicitly the commutation with permutation. The following
theorem explains why.
12~ORE:~i 2,6 Let V and W be classified sets of
orderings. Let h: V~ W be an ordermorphism. Then h
commutates with oermutation, i.e. for all permutations a on II
and all R1A E V : h(aRIA) ~ ah(RlA) . In addition, h(V) can be
classified as a set of orderings.
PROOF Let h: V y W be an ordermorphism. Let A E D. Let
x E A. Let y E U - A. Let axy : U~ II such that axy(x) s y,
oxy(y) a x and axy(z) : z for z E 0-{x,y). Let (R1A) E V. In
order to prove the commutation of h with permutations ft
suffices to prove that h(oxyR1A) ~ oxyh(RlA).
Note that for all classified sets X of orderings and for all
, ~
two relations R'lA E X and R"1{y} E X. oxyR 1
Sub(R'lA,x,R"1(y)). So, since h preserves domains and
substitution, it follows that h commutates with permutations.
h(V) is evidently a classifiable set of orderinqs.
Although one might expect that there are many ordermorphisms,
the following results show that this i s not the case. So, the
conditions to be satisfied by any ordermorphism are very
restrictive.
I,~g~ 2,~ Let V and W be two classified sets of
orderings. Let h: V~ W be an ordermorphism. Let A,X E D. Let
a,b E A and x,y E X. Let R1A, R'iX E V such that
(1) ~a,b~ E R1A iff ~x,y~ E R'1X,
(2) ~b,a~ E R1A iff ~y,x~ E R'1X, and
( 3) a a b iff X s y.
Then ~a,b~ E h(R1A) iff ~x,y~ E h(R'iX).
PROOF Let a be a permutation of U, such that a(a) : x,
a(b) z y, a(x) ~ a and a(y) s b. Then a((RtA)~{a,b})
(R'1X)~{x,Y}.
Hence, o(h(R!A)~{a,b}) - h(R'iX)~{x,y}.
13So, ~x,y~ E h(R'iX) iff ~a(x),o(y)~ E h(RlA)~{a,b}
iff ~a,b~ E h(R1A).
I.~ZA 2.ó Let V and W be two classified sets of ,
orderings. Let h: V-~ W be an ordermorphism. Let R1A E V.
Then - ~ áRiA and avh(R1A) : avRlA, and 2.8.1 ah(R1A)
2.8.2 nsh(R1A) E{ PJlA,nsR1A, nscRlA, nscaRlA}.
PROOF Suppose ~x,y~ E áR1A. Hence
(R1A)~{x,y} ~ (R1A)~{x} ~ (RiA)~{y}.
Then h(RlA)~{x,y} s h((R1A)~{x,y})
s h((RlA)~{x) ~ (RlA)~{y})
s h((R1A)~{x}) ~ h((R1A)~{y})
: h(R1A)~{x} ~ h(RlA)~{y}.
So, ~x,y~ E áh(R1A). Therefore, áR1A S áh(R1A). Similarly,
avR1A S avh(R1A).
By lemma 2.7 it follows that h(nscaRlA) s nscah(RlA). Since h
preserves domains it follows that áR1A ~ áh(R1A) and
ávR1A ~ ávh(R1A). In order to prove 2.8.2, by lemma 2.7 we can
distinguish four cases.
se nsRlA S h(RlA) and nscR1A S h(R1A).
In that case it follows by 2.8.1 that nsh(RiA) ~ nscaRlA
and nsch(RiA) ~ QJ1A.
se nsRtA ~ h(R1A) and nscR1A f1 h(R1A) : 0.
In that case it follows by 2.8.1 that nsh(R1A) ~ nsR1A
and nsch(R1A) z nscR1A.
Case 3 nsRlA f1 h(R1A) : 0 and nscR1A S h(R1A).
In that case it follows by 2.8.1 that nsh(R1A) ~ nscR1A
and nsch(RlA) ~ nsRlA.
14Case 4 nsRiA f1 h(R1A) ~ Q1and nscRlA ~ h(R1A) s ïd.
In that case it follows by 2.8.1 that nsh(RiA) s PJ1A and
~
nscRlA s nsca(RlA).
An immediate result of lemma 2.8 and 2.7 is:
COROLLARY 2.9 Let V and W be classified sets of orderings
and h : V~ W an ordermorphism.
Then h E {n,r,ncv,rcv,ncav,cáv,à,ra}.
If additionally h is bijective, then h E{n,r,ncv,rcv}.
Now let i, defined by iRlA :- R1A for all RlA E R, be the
identitv operator. The following theorem shows that the set of
all possible ordermorphisms is even smaller.
~~QREj~1 2,1~ Let V and W be classified sets of
orderings. Let h: V~ W.
2.10.1 h is an ordermorphism iff h E{i,à,cv,cáv}.
2.10.2 h is an order-isomorphism iff h E{i,cv).
PROOF 2.10.1 implies 2.10.2, since in the case that à or
cáv are bijective, they are equal to cv or i. Furthermore, i
and cv are bijective. ( 2.10.1) The "if"-part is straight
forward and therefore omitted.
"Only-if"-part. Suppose h is an order-morphism. Then by
corollary 2.9 h E {n,r,ncv,rcv,ncav,cáv,à,ra}. There are four
cases.
se N(V) s{Alll{x) : x E II}. Hence
N(h(v)) E{{Allt{x} : x E o}, {0t{x} : x E II}} and
àh(RlA) a àRIA : nR1A for all RlA E V. Then
15n~ ncv s ncav ~ à ~ cv and r s rcv ~ cáv i ra : 1. So
h E {i,cv}.
Case 2 N(v) z{01{x}: x E II}; similar to case i.
Case 3 N(V) ~{Alll{X} : X E D}.
Hence N(h(V) ) E {{AlliX : X E D}, {p11X : X E D)}. Then
h ~ {rcv,ncav,n,rá}, r ~ i and ncv s cv. So
h E {i,à,cv,cáv}.
Case 4 N(V) ~{Q1~X: X E D}; similar to case 3.
The proof of the following theorem is elementary and therefore
left to the reader.
T1~ORE11Z 2.11 Let Z be a collection of indices. Let Vi !or
all f E I be classified as a set of orderinqs and lat
V:: f1 {Vi : i E I} be non-empty. Then V can be classified as
a set of orderings.
16~3 TRANSITIVITY
We are familiar with the preference types "strict preference",
"indifference" and "incomparability". Many transitivity
properties are defined in terms of these notions. For
instance, guasi- ransitivitv: if x is strictly preferred to y
and y is strictly preferred to z, then x is strictly preferred
to z. Or, for instance, ~emi-transitivitv: if x is strictly
preferred to y, y strictly preferred to z and z and w are
indifferent, then x is strictly preferred to w. Or interval-
transitiv~tv: if x is strictly preferred to y, y and z are
indifferent, and z is strictly preferred to w, then x is
strictly preferred to w. (See Roubens d~ Vincke [1985] or Blair
á~ Pollack [1979]).
Intuitively, our notion of transitivity is a generalization of
the foregoing notions and boiles down to the following: a path
along a relation whose individual steps correspond to a
specific sequence of preference types, can be short-cutted by
a path whose individual steps correspond to a subsequence of
another specific sequence of preference types. Below we will
define what we mean by a preference type, by a path alonq a
relation whose individual steps correspond to a(sub)sequence
of preference types and the notion of transitivity.
A preference type corresponds with a specific part of the
relation and is described by monadic operations, e.g. à, s
or cáv (the composition of v, à and c). à constructs the
asymmetric part of a relation. Hence àRtA indicates strict
preference. s constructs the symmetric part of a relation;
hence sR1A indicates indifference. cáv is the complement of
the conversed asymmetric part. We take the following sets of
monadic operators or preference types into account:
pr ;z {à,ns,nsc,ra,rs,rsc,n,ncv,nsca,r,rcv,ncav,sca,cáv},
pr ;s {a,ra,rS,nSC,rSC,r,nCV,rCV,sCa,CBV} and
17Br :6 {á,rs,ns,nsc,r,n,ncv,nsca,ncav,sca,cáv}. For a
motivation of these choices the reader is referred to Storcken
[1989].
DEFINÍÍION 3.1 Let R1A E lt. Let c,B E n such that
{x~,xi,...,xk) ~ C S B~ A. Let fi,f2,...,fk E Pr
3.1.1 A word over the alnhabet Pr is the concatenation of
zero or more symbols of Pr.
If w~ fif2...fk then v(w) : fk....f2f1 is the reversal
of w.
Pz} :~ {w : w is a word over Pr of positive lenqth}.
( Whenever f E Pr is the composition of say
gi'92' "''gt~ this composition is denoted by a joint
bar over the symbols in f: f:~ 91g2"'gk )'
3.1.2 Suppose w,w' E Pr}, w~ fif2...fk and w' : 51g2 "'gm'
w is embedded fn w', if there fs a function
h: {i,...,k} ~{1,2,...,m} such that h(i) c h(j) for
all 1 5 i c j ~ k and fi ~ gh(i) for all 1 5 i 5 k.
3.1.3 n s cxp,xi,...,xk~ is a Dath (from x~ ~ xk) (alonc
RiA) (~ B) (of tvpe w s fif2...fk) if
cxt'xt}1~ E fttiRlA for all 0 5 t 5 k-1. Path ~t is a
~vcle if xp ~ xk.
v(rr) :~ cxk,xk-1,...,x2,x1,x0~ is the reversal of ~r.
3.1.4 Let n- cxp,xl,...,xk~ be a path along R1A of type w,
~~ - cy0' y1' "'' yn~
a path along R1A and w' E Pr}. rr'
is a w'-short cut of n if rr' is of type w',
{y0'yi' "''yn} S C' y0 - x0' xk ~ yn and w' is embedded
in w.
EXA1~iPLE 3.2 Let A E D, xp,xl,x2,x3 E A, cx0,x1~ E áRIA,
cxi,x2~ E sRtA, cx2,x3~ E áR1A and cxp,x3~ E áR1A. Then
cxp,xi,x2,x3~ is a path from x~ to x3 along R1A of type ásá.
And cxp,x3~ is a á-short cut of cx~,xl,x2,x3~ along R1A.
18DIAGRAM
x0 x3
Intuitively, a word w is embedded in w', whenever we can find
a subsequence of symbols in w', with the same orderinq of
symbol occurrences as in w', which is equal to w.
Let us make two remarks about definition 3.1.
1) Let ~r i ~xp,xi,...,xk~ be






a path alonq R1A of type
a transition sequence of
in n. So ~xi-i,xi~ has
~xi.l,xi~ E fiRlA for all
(2) Of course a type of a path is not unique. For instance,
let wl ~ iárcáv, w2 s cáv4 and w3 : i2rcav~'~ and
and n a path along RlA. If rr is of type wi, then it is
also of type w2 and w3 because iRtA S cávR1A,
áR1A S cávR1A and rR1A S cávR1A.
The following lemma is used later on and shows some
relationship between paths and their types. The proof is
elementary and therefore left to the reader.
I,E~IlVIA 3.3 Let rr - ~x~,x1, ...,xk~ be a path along R1A E R of
type w E Br{. Let w1,w2 E Pr} and let o be a permutation of II.
3.3.1 v(n) is of type v(w).
3.3.2 If wl is embedded in w2, then v(w1) is embedded in
v(w2) .
i
cav4 :z cáv cáv cáv cáv,
193.3.3 a(n) :~ ca(x~),a(xi),...,a(xk)~ is a path along
aR1A of type w.
Next we define transitivity which together with reflexivity
suffices to yield classifiable sets of orderings (See theorem
3.5). Although a more general transitivity condition is
defined in Storcken (1989] we define here a restricted version
in order to obtain classifiable sets of orderings. The need of
these restrictions i s pointed out in Stozcken [1989].
DEFIlVI'ITON 3 .4 TRANSZTIVITY
Let RlA E R. Let w s f1f2...fk E Pr} and
w~ s gig2 "'gn E 8r}. RlA fs said to be cw,w'~-transitive, if:
3.4.1 For every path ~r along R1A of type w there is a
w„-short cut along R1A such that w" is embedded in w',
3.4.2 For every path rr along RiA of type v(w) there is a
w"-short cut along R1A such that w" is embadded in
~(w'),
3.4.3 fi,f2,...,fk E Pr and gi,g2,...,gn E Pr, and
3.4.4 If there is an i E{1,2,...,k} such that
fi E{à,rá,r,ncv,rcv,cáv}, then there is a
j E{1,2,...,n) such that gj E(à,r,n,ncv,ncav,cáv}.
(3.4.1) is the essential transitivity requirement. (3.4.2),
(3.4.3) and (3.4.4) are necessary to yield classifiable sets
of orderings. (3.4.2) is necessary to guarantee that sets of
relations satisfying the transitfvity condition are closed
under conversion. (3.4.3) is necessary for the closure under
substitution and (3.4.4) for the closure under concatenatfon.
The need of (3.4.2), (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) will appear in
theorem 3.5.
20TI~OREI`13.5 Let w, w' E Pr}.
Let V:~ {R1A E R: R1A is reflexive and ~w,w'~-transitive} be
nonempty. Then V can be classified as a set of orderinqs.
PROOF (3.5.1) For all x E U : Idi{x} E V.
Suppose n is a path along Idi {x} of type w. We have to prove
that there is a w"-short cut rr' where w" is embedded in w'.
Since V is non-empty there are A E D, y E A and R1A E V.
Consider c: U~ II such that a(x) ~ y, a(Y) ~ x and a(z) ~ z
for all z E U-{x,y}. Then a(rr) is a path along Idl{y} of
type w, by lemma 3.3.3. Since R1A is reflexive it follows that
a(~r) is a path along R1A of type w. Hence, by the assumptions
on V there is a w"-short cut of o(n), say n', such that w" is
embedded in w'. But then n' is a w"-short cut of o(n) along
Idi{y}. Hence, by lemma 3.3.3 a(rr') fs a w"-short cut of n
along Idi{x} such that w" is embedded in w'.
(3.5.2) V is closed under conversion.
Let R1A E V. It is sufficient to prove that vR1A E V. Let ~t be
a path along vRiA of type w. It is sufficient to prove that
there is a w"-short cut, say rr', of n along vR1A, such that w"
is embedded in w'. By lemma 3.3 v(n) is a path alonq RiA of
type v(w).
Since (3.4.2) holds for RiA there is a w-short cut, say rr',
of v(n) such that w" is embedded in v(w'),. So, by lemma 3.3.2
v(n') is a path along vR1A of type v(w") which is embedded
in w(w'). Clearly, v(rr') is a v(w")-short cut of n along vRlA
such that v(w") is embedded in w'.
(3.5.3) V is closed under restriction.
This follows immediately from the definition of transitivity.
(3.5.4) V is closed under concatenation.
This follows immediately from the definition of transitivity,
in particular (3.4.4).
(3.5.5) V is closed under substitution.
Suppose R1A E V, R'1B E!t(V), a E A and A ~ 8 ~ íd. Let
R"iC :s Sub(RIA,a,R'1B). Let n z ~c0,ci,...,ck~ be a path
along R"iC of type w. It is sufficient to prove that there is
a w"-short cut of rr, say rt', along R"iC with w" embedded in
21w'. Let w ~ fif2...fk and w' ~ 4142" 'gn'
Consider r:{c0,ci,...,ck) ~ A, defined by
t(ci) ~ ci áf ci E A-{a}, and
r(ci) : a if ci E B.
Then since fi,f2,...,fk E Pr, r(rr) :z ~t(c0),...,r(ck)~ is a
path along R1A of type w. It can therefore be cutted short by -
a path rr' ~ ~a0,al,...,a1~ of type w" along R1A, where w" is
embedded in w'.
Consider c:{a0,ai,...,a1} ~ C, defined by
a(a0) : c0 .
o(al) ! ck, and
for all 0 ~ i ~ 1, if ai E A- {a},
then a(ai) s ai'
else a(ai) ~ b;
where b E B fl {c0,ci,...,ck} if B n {c0,ci,...,ck} ~ QJ,
else b E B.
Then a(7r') ~ ~c(aQ),...,o(al)~ is a path of type w" alonq R"1C
because of (3 . 4. 3). a(rr' ) is a w"-short cut of ~r such that w"
is embedded in w'.
Let R1A E R. R1A is said to be strongly comnlete if for all
x,y E A: ~x,y~ E RiA or ~y,x~ E RlA. RlA is said to be
antisymmetric if for all x,y E A with x~ y: either
~x,y~ ~ RtA or ~y,x~ ~ RlA. It is straiqhtforward to prove
that C:~ {RlA E R: R1A is strongly complete} can be (3.s)
classified as a set of orderings. It follows from 2.6 and 2.10
that cvC :- {cvR1A: RiA E C} can be classified as sets of
orderings. Since C is closed under conversion it follows that
cvC ~ cC. Note that by definftion a relation RlA in R is
strongly complete if and only if cR1A is irreflexive and
So cvC ~ cC is the set of all irreflexive and antisymmetric
relations, hence the set of all asymmetric relations, fs
classified as a set of orderings. Furthermore, we have that
rcC is the set of reflexive and antisymmetric relations. It is
straightforward to prove that it can be classified as a set of
orderings. As a consequence of 2.11 it now follows that
22T:a C f1 rcC is classified as a set of orderings. Note (3.7)
that T:{RlA E R. R1A is antisymmetric and stronqly
complete}. T is often called the set of rournaments.
EXAI~ZPLE 3.8 Let RlA E R be reflexive.
RlA is transitive if R1A , R1A S R1A.
So, R1A is transitive iff iR1A ,~R1A S ~RiA
iff R1A is ~i2,~~-transitive.
From theorem 2.11 and 3.5 it follows that the followinq sets
are classifiable as a set of orderinq.
p:a {RlA E R: RlA is reflexive and transitive}, the set of
rarr;At orderinas.
( 3.8.1)
p:a {R1A E R: RiA is strongly complete and transitive}, the
set of ~~ak orderinas. ( 3'8'2)
L:. {R1A E R: R1A is strongly complete, antisymmetric and
transitive}, the set of linear orderinas. (3.8.3)
RLA is quasi transitive if àRlA , àR1A S àR1A.
So, R1A is quasi transitive iff R1A is ~à2,à~-transitive.
From theorem 2.11 and 3.5 it follows that the set of quasi
orderinas Q:- {R1A E R: R1A is strongly complete and quasi
transitive} can be classified as a set of orderings. ( 3.8.~)
RlA is c c'c if for all t 2 1:[àR1A]t S cávRlA.
So, RlA is acyclic iff for all t z 1: R1A is ~àt,cáv~-
transitive. Hence, it follows from 2.11 and 3.5 that the set
of reflexive and acvclic relations A:~ {RlA E R . R1A is
reflexive and acyclic} can be classified as a set of
orderings.
(3.8.5)
Note that L C w C P C A and L C N C Q C A, where " C" indicates
strict inclusion. Furthermore, P S Q and Q S P.
We have just seen how theorem 3.5 can be used in order to show
that a set of relations, satisfyinq a transitivity condition,
is classifiable as a set of orderings. In section 5 other less
familiar transitivity conditions will be discussed. The
followinq example is another illustration of how theorem 3.5
can be applied.
23EXAMPLE 3.9 Let V:e {R1A E C : CRiA ~ CRlA ~ cRlA}.
V is the set of stronqly complete and neqatively transitive
relations. Note that for RlA in C:
cR1A , cR1A S cRiA iff ncvR1A e ncvR1A S ncvR1A.
Hence, V:~ {R1A E C: R1A is ~ncv2; ncv~-transitive} is
classifiable as a set of orderings by theorem 3.5.
Let Tk :: {R1A E T: if ~r ~ ~x~,xl,...,xl~ is a path alonq R1A
such that xl a x~, then ~{xp,xl,...,xl} S k}.
For R1A E T and k E{3,4}:
R1A E Tk iff RiA is ~ák-l,cáv~-transitive.
So T3 and T4 are classifiable sets of orderings. (3.9.1)
Later on we will show that Tk is classifiable for all k Z 3.
~
24~4 MINIMAL EXTENSIONS
In the previous section we introduced a transitivity condition
by which many well-known sets of orderings can be classified.
So, the criteria proposed in section 2 are at least weak
enough to admit these well-known sets of orderinqs as a model.
In order to develop some intuitive ideas about the proposed
criteria we have to deduce some loqical consequences of these
criteria. Here we will focus an so called minimal extensions.
DEFINITION 4 .1 ~SINIMAL ExTEN9ION
Let V,W be two sets of relations which both can be classified
as sets of orderings.
W is an pYtension of V, if V C W, i. e. V S W and V~ W.
W is a minimal extension of V, notation V~ W, if W is an
extension of V and for all extensions W' of V with W' S W:
W : W'.
So, if W is a minimal extension of V, then there is no
classifiable set of orderings w' such that V C W' C W.
EXAIVIPLE 4.2 L ,~ ~.
Suppose L C W ~ W and W can be classified as a set of
orderings. Then there is a relation RiA E W S W which is not
in L. Hence, R1A is transitive, strongly complete and not
antisymmetric. So, there are x,y E A with x~ y, such that
Allt{x,y} -(RiA)~{x,y}. So, Allt{x,y} E W since W is closed
under restriction. Now by the closedness under substitution it
follows that for all H E D: A111B E W.
Notice that every weak ordering in W is the concatenation of
total indifference relations: If R'1C E W, then
R'1C ~ A111X1 ~~ A111X2 ~~ ... ~~ Al11Xk for some partition
Xl,X2,...,Xk of C. Hence, 11 S W by the closedness under
concatenation.
Example 4.2 shows that minimal extensions do exist. In order
25to construct minimal extensions we need closure operators with
respect to permutation, conversion, restriction, concatenation
and substitution. The application of these closure operators
in a specific order on a qiven set V of (ir)reflexive
relations yàelds 0(V), the smallest classifiable set of
orderings containinq V. From this result (corollary 4.6) it
follows that i f V is a classifiable set of orderings and
R1A E R- V satisfies a certain condition, then i(V V{RlA})
is a minimal extension of V. Furthermore, we will prove the
converse: If V~ W, then there is a relation R1A such that
W s~(V U{R1A}). After all, we may conclude that the minimal
extensions can be characterized by elementary alqebraic
techniques.
DEFINTTION 4.3 OLOSIIRE OPERJ~TORB
Let V be a set of (ir)reflexive relations.
Epe~(V) :s {rR1A : r is a permutation of II and R1A E V}.
~perm(V) is called the closure under oermutation of V.
~conv(V) :~ V U v(V). Econv(V) is called the closure under
conversion of V.
~rest(V) :~ {(RlA)~B : PI ~ B S A and RiA E V}.
Erest(V)
is
called the closure under restriction of V.
~conc(V)
:~ {R11A1 ~. R21A2 ~ ... .. Rk1Ak : k E {1,2,...}, !or
all i E{1,2,...,k}, R11A1 E V and A1 f1 A~ ~ 0 for all
1 S i ~ j~ k}. Econc(V)
concatenation of V.
is called the closure under
fl(V) is the closure under substitution of N(V); it is defined
as follows:
~subs(V)
relation R'1B E V with B~{bl,b2...,bn},
that for every
R11A1 E !1(V) and a
iX Z 2 and 01X E x(v) .
There is a partition A1,A2,...,Ak of A such
i E{1,2,...,k} there is a relation
{0~{x} : x E II} if N(V) S{fól{x} : x E o},
{Idi{x} : x E O} if N(V) 5{Idl{x} : x E II},
{AlliX : X E D) if there is a X E D, with
~X 2 2 and A~liX E N(V),
{ QJ iX : X E D} if there is a X E D, with
:~ {R1A .
26such that for all ~x,y~ E RtA with x E Ai and y E A j either
i~ j and ~x,y~ E R11A1 or i~ j and ~bi,bj~ E R'1B}.
~subs(V) is called the ~losure under substit 'on of V.
It is straightforward to prove the followinq lemma which
verifies that the closure operators of definition 4.3 have the
intended properties.
I,F.MMA 4.4 Let V,W be sets of ( ir) ref lexive relations such
that V S W. Then
4.4.1 Epemm(V) is closed unde- permutation and if W is closed
under permutation, then Epe~(V) ~ WI
4.4.2 E (V) is closed under conversion and if W is closed
conv ~
under conversion, then Econv(V) W'
4.4.3 Erest(V)
is closed under restriction and if W is closed
under restriction, then E (V) ~ W7 rest
4.4.4 E (V) is closed under concatenation and if W is
conc
closed under concatenation, then Econc(V) ~ W'
4.4.5 S2(V) is closed under substitution;
4.4.6 Esubs(V)
is closed under substitution and if W is
closed under substitution and restriction, then
S W.
Lsubs(V)
The following lemma shows that the composition of several
operators is more or less commutative.
j,ENIlVIA4.5 Let V SR be a set of ( ir)reflexive relations.
V- E E (v) for w E{perm,rest,conc,subs};



















27pROOF Since v is a monadic operator which commutates with
every permutation, restriction, concatenation and substitution
(4.5.1) follows evidently.
For all R1A E R, for all B S A, B~ P1and for all permutations
r of II: i((R1A)~B) S r(RlA)~r(B). So, (4.5.2) follows.
For all R1A, R' 1B E R with A fl B s PJ and for all permutations
r of D: r(R1A ~ R'1B) i rR1A ~. tR'1B. So, (4.5.3) follows.
For all R1A, R' 1B E R with A fl B s PJ and for all C~ A U B,
C ~ PJ :
(R1A) ~ C if C c A
(R1A ~. R'1B)~C z (R'iB)~C ff C S B
(R1A) ~ C f1 A~~ (R' 1B) ~ C f1 B otherwise.
So, (4.5.4) follows.
For all R1A, R' iB E R with A f1 B ~ P1, for all a E A and for
all permutations r of II:
rSub(R1A,a,R'1B) z Sub(rR1A,r(a),rR'1B). So, (4.5.5) follows.
For all R1A, R' 1B E R with A n B~ PJ, for all a E A and for
all C S A U S- {a} with C~ QJ:
(R1A) ~ C if C S A
Sub(R1A,a,R'1B)~C ~ (R'iB)~C if C S B
Sub ( (RlA) ~ ( (Cf1A) U {a} ) , a, (R' 1B) ~ (Bf1C) )
otherwise.
So, (4.5.6) follows.
For all R1A, R'iB and R"1C in R with A f1 B: Q1 and
C n (A U B) - Q~ and for all a E A U B:
-~ Sub(R1A,a,R"1C) ~ R'1B if a E A
Sub(R1A ~~ R'iB,a,R"1C)
R1A ~~ Sub(R'18,a,R"iC) if a EB
So, (4.5.7) follows.
COROLLARI' 4.6 suppose V is a set of (ir)reflexive
relations, W is a classified set of orderings and V S W. Let
~(V) '~ ~conc~subs~rest~conv(V). Then ~(V) S W and 0(V) can be
classified as a set of orderings.
28PROOF By lemma 4.4 it follows that i(V) S W. From lemma
4.4 it also follows that for all V' S R such that V' is a non-
empty set of (ir)reflexive relations, and for all
w E{rest,conv,subs,conc} . E E(V') ~ E(v'). Hence, it
follows from lemma 4.5 .that w Ew(~(V)) c~(V) for all
w E{rest,conv,subs,conc}. Since the converse holds by
definition, it follows that ~(V) - Ew(~(V)) for each such w.
Therefore, it follows from lemma 4.4 and theorem 2.3 that i(V)
can be classified as a set of orderings.
T'~jEQREN14.7 Let V,W be classified as sets of orderings.
V~ W if and only if there is a relation RiB E W- V with
~B 2 2 and for all C C B, C~ fó :(RiB)~C E V, such that
W:~(V U{R1B}) s Econc~subs(V
U{vRiB, RiB}).
PROOF ("If"-part) Let W~~(V U{R1B}), where RiB
satisfies the conditions mentioned above. Then V S W and W can
be classified as a set of orderinqs. Let V C W' S W such that
W' can be classified as a set of orderings. Let R'iD E W' - V.
Because D i s finite we may suppose that (R'1D)~C E V for all
C C D, C~ fó. Since W' S~(V U{RiB}), it follows that
R'iD E Eperm(V
U{RiB,vR1B}) - V. Hence, R1B E W' and W' ~ W.
("only if"-part) Let V~ W. From the finiteness of all
possible domains the existence of R1B follows evidently. From
corollary 4.6 it then follows that ~(V U{RiB}) S W. By the
W. Since
minimality of W we have ~(V U{RiB}) ~
E E (V U{R1B}) - V U{R1B, vR1B}, it follows that
rest conv
x E E (V U{R1B, vRiB}).
W a a(V U {RiB}) conc subs ~
~Nj~j{ In the proof of theorem 4.7 we essentially used
the finiteness of all domains. If the domain i s infinite, the
RiB of the "only if"-part does not need to exist. To the
authors it seems that the "if"-part remains true even if ~8 fs
infinite. A proof of this case has not yet been found; we did
~
not focus on it yet.
29EXAMPLE 4.8 L~ T3 ~ T4 .
Let A s{a,b,c} with ~A s 3. Let B s{a,b,c,d} with iB ~ 4.
Let R1A :: r{ca,b~,cb,c~,cc,a~)1A and
R'ib s r{ca,b~,cb,c~,cc,d~,cd,a~,ca,c~,cb,d~}1B.
Note that (1) R1A E T3 - L, (2) R'18 E Ta - T3, (3) for all.
C C A with C ~ P1, (R1A) ~C E L and for all D C B with D~ 0
(R'iB)~D E T3. Hence, from theorem 4.7 it follows that
L~ LconcLsubs(L U{RlA, vRlA}) S T3 and
T3 ~rlconc~subs(T3 U{R'1B, vR'1B}) S T4.
Now, since there is only one type of 3-cycle and one ~-cycle
it follows that
Esubs(L U{RlA, vRiA}) s Eperm(L U{RlA}) and
Lsubs(T3
U{vR'1B, R'iB}) : Epe~(T3 U{R'18)). From the
definition of Tk in example 3.9 it is clear that




U{R1A}) : T3 ~ IconcLperm(T3 U(R'1B})
s T4, ~
In the following section we develop more mfnimal extensions.
As pointed out in section 1, when considering e.q. L~ S3,
the RtA is not ordered linearly, but it is ordered accordinq
to the type of orderings in T3. So, if we order accordinq to
the type of orderings in T3, we admit 3-cycles in the
orderings and we therefore admit new arrangements not yet
present among the orderings of L. If we admit 4-cycles and
consequently 3-cycles (See Moon [1968]), then we obtain all
orderings of T4. Moreover, if we admit all n-cycles, then we .
obtain the set of all antisymmetric and strongly complete
relations which is T, the set of tournaments (See (3.7)). So,
one might say that ordering boils down to arranginq (accordinq
to the operations substitution, concatenation, restriction,
conversion and permutation) several basic (dis)orders which
cannot be analysed further (on the basis of these operations).
The more (types of) basic (dis)orders one includes in this
arrangement, the greater the set of orderings becomes.
30~5 SEVERAL ORDERINGS
In this section several well-known as well as new sets of
orderings will be classified. Along with this classification
some basic results about orderings will be developed,
employing some theorems of the foregoing sections.
First of all we show that whenever a set is classified as a
set of orderings, then it contains a subset which is order
isomorphic with L, the set of linear orderings. So, ordering
linearly is possible within any type of orderinq; orderinq
linearly is the most restrictive way of ordering.
THEOREM S.1 Let V~ R be a classified set of orderinqs.
Then there is a subset W S V and an order-isomorphism
h . L~W.
PROOF By corollary 2.4 there are two cases.
Case 1 Al1 relations in V are reflexive.
Since V is classified as a set of orderings
E ({Idt{x} : x E U}) S V. It fs elementary to prove
conc
that L- Econc({Idl{x} : x E II}). Hence we are done by
taking h equal to i, and theorem 2.10.
se All relations in V are irreflexive.
Hence, all relations in cv(V) are reflexive. By case 1
it follows that L S cv(V). So, by taking W~ cv(L) and
h- cv, we are done by theorem 2.10. ~
In theorem 5.1 we have shown that if V is a classified set of
reflexive orderings, then L S V; otherwise cv(L) ~ V.
Therefore, L is the smallest (with respect to inclusion)
classífiable set of orderings. Next we discuss all possible
minimal extensions of L. Usinq the order-isomorphisms ~, cv
we then also have all minimal extensions of cv(L).
31~~RF.M 5.2 Let V S R be classified as a set of
orderings. Then L~ V if and only if V E{W, T3, 02}. where
02 :s {RlA E R: RlA is reflexive, antisymmetric,
~nsc2, rs~-transitive and ~à2, à~-transitive}.
PR~~F Note that
02 : Lconc ({ rrQ1 X: X E D and fX E{ 1, 2}}).
So, 02 ~ LconcLsubs(L U{rfdtY, vr01Y}) , where Y E D and
fY ~ 2. The "if"-part now follows from theorem 4.7, example
4.2 and example 4.8.
("Only if"-part) Let L~ V. Then there is a relation
RiB E V- L. We can distinguish three cases.
Case 1 R1B is not antisymmetric. Hence there are x,y E B,
x~ y: Alli{x,y} ~(R1B)~{x,y}. Since V is a claasified
. set of orderings L~~(L U{Alll{x,y}}) S V.
Hence V S~(L U{All l{x, y} ) a li.
~ase 2 R1B is not strongly complete.
Since L S V it follows that all relations in V are
reflexive. So, there are x,y E B, x~ y:
r01{x,y} :(RiB)~{x,y}. Similarly as in case 1 it
follows that L~ 02 z 4(L U{r2f i{x,y} }) z V.
case 3 RiB is antisymmetric and stronqly complete, but not
transitive. So, RiB E T- L. Hence there are x,y,z E B,
~{x,y,z} ~ 3, such that (R1B)~{x,y,z} a
r{~x,y~,~y,z~,~z,x~)1{x,y,z}. Similarly as in case 1 it
follows that L m T3 -~(L V{(R1B)~{x,y,z}}) ~ V.
EXAII~LE 5.3 Le t for a11 k E{ 1, 2,...}, Bk E D with
fBk z k. For all k E {2,3,4,...}, Ok :~ 0(L U{r 01Bk}).(S.S.1)
Note that for all D C Bk}1 with D ~ 0, (r01Bkf1) ~D E Ok. So,
Oktl `~(L U{rPJ1Bkt1}) S~(Ok U{r01Bkf1)) ~ Okti' Hence, by
theorem 4.7, L ~ 02 ~ 03 ... Ok ~ Oktl .. . C O~ (S.S.2)
where O~ :z U{Ok : k E{2,3,...}}. Note that O~ is the set of
reflexive, antisymmetric and ~cáv2,cáv~-transitive relations.
32Hence, 0~ can be classified as a set of orderings.
~
Next we will study sets of strongly complete relations. To be
precise we will study subsets of Q and T. When doinq so it
becomes immediately clear that it is even impossible to
indicate all subsets of Q or T which can be classified as sets
of orderings. We start off with the strongly complete and
antisymmetric relations.
DEFINTTION 5.4 IRREDIICIBLE ( See Moon [1968J)
R1A E R is said to be irreducible if for every non-trivial
subset B of A(i.e. P1 ~ 8 C A) , R1A ~(RlA) ~B ~~ (RlA) ~(A-B) .
~
It is a well-known fact ( see e.q. Moon [1968)) that for
RlA E T, R1A is irreducible if and only if there is a
Hamilton-cycle along RlA, i.e. if and only if A~llA s[RlAj~A.
For any R1A E T, with ,~A finite, we can find a partition
A1,A2,...,Ak of A such that (RlA)~Ai is irreducible for all
i E{1,2,..,k} and RiA z(RlA)~A1 ~~ (RiA)~A2 ~~ ... N(RlA)~Ak.
Now let V S T be a classified set of orderings. Let
I(V) :~ {R1A E V: R1A is irreducible}. Then we obviously have
V` Econc(I(V)).
Moreover, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM S.S Let V S I(T) be non-empty, such that V is
closed under conversion and substitution and for all R1A E V
and for all B C A with B~ PJ, if (RiA)~B is irreducible, then
(R1A) ~ B E V. Let W c T, W~ E (V) if and only if W can be
conc
classified as a set of orderings and I(W) a V.
PROOF since W- ~conc(I (W) )-~conc(V)
for classifiable
sets W S T, the "if"-part is evident.
("only if"-part) Suppose W ~ E (V). Then V S W. So,
conc
V S I(W) . Obviously, I(W) S V. Therefore V a I(W) . Since V is
a subset of T and is closed under conversion and substitution,
it follows by lemma 4.4 and lemma 4.5 that
E E (V) S E E (V) S E (V) and
conv conc conc conv conc
33~subsEconc(V) ~ LconcEsubs(V) ~ Econc(V)' Since for all
w E{conc,conv,rest,subs,perm} and for all X S R: X~ Ew(X)
it follows that E E (V) s E (V) and conv conc conc
~subsLconc(V) : Iconc(V).
Hence, by lemma 4.4 it follows that
~conc(V)
is closed under substitution and conversion.
Furthermore,
Econc(V)
is closed under concatenation. ldow by
the assumptions on V it follows that ~l(W) ~ ll(V) `
{Idt{x} : x E II}. So, by theorem 2.3 we are done if W is
closed under restriction. Let A,B E D with P1 ~ 8 ~ A. Let
R1A E W. It is sufficient to prove that ( R1A)~B E W. Since
R1A E W ~ Econv(V) there are RilAi, R21A2, ... Rk1Ak E V such
that for all 1 5 i c j ~ k Ai n Aj s 0 and
R1A ~ R11A1 ~~ R21A2 ~~ ... ~~ Rk1Ak. Now there are
i1,i2,...,f1 E {1,2,...,k} such that !or all
j E{1,2,...,k} : j E{i1,i2,...,il} iff sj :: Aj n E ~ Pl.so,
(R1A)~B s (Ri11Ail)Igll ~ (Ri21Ai2)~Bi2 ~, ... ~ (Ri11Ail)IBil-
Since by the assumptfons on V, (R~lA~)~Bj E E (V) for all
conc
j E{ii,i2,...,i1} it follows that (R1A)~B E
Econc(V) ~ W'
EXAIIZPLE 5 .6 TOIIRNAMENTS
Let Vn :: {R1A E I(T) :~A S n}. Note that Vn is non-empty,
closed under conversion and substitution and for all R1A E Vn
and for all B S A with B ~ P1, if (RiA) ~B is irreducible then
(R1A)~B E Vn. So, by theorem 5.5, Econc(Vn) can be classified
as a set of orderings. Furthermore, I(Tn) ~ Vn.
Hence, Tn : Econc(Vn). ( See also example 3.9). (5.i.1)
We already know that L~ T3 ~ T4 (example 4.8). A natural
question to raise is whether there i s a minimal extension of
T4. Or, more generally, is there a minimal extension of Tn for
each n?
Consider Rn1An for n E{3,4,5,...} such that An ~{ai,a2~..an}
and cai,aj~ E Rn1An iff j 2 i and ci,n~ ~ ci,j~ or
ci,j~ ~ cn,i~. Let Wn .- EpermLconv({RnlAn}). Now consider
34Vn U Wntl' Vn U Wnfi is closed under conversion and
substitution and for all RtA E Vn U Wn}1 and for all B S A
with B ~ 0, if (R1A)~B is irreducible, then
(RlA) ~B E Vn U Wnti' Hence,






classified as a set of
(5.6.2)
i s so Tn Econc(Vn) C~conc(Vn U Wnti) nti,i'






it follows that Tn ~ Tnfi,l
by theorem 4.7.
Since Wn S Vn we have that Tn~ 1 S Tn. There i s only one type
of irreducible tournament on domains with either 1,3 or 4
elements. Therefore Wi ~ V1, W3 ~ V3 and W4 ~ V4. Furthermore,
Wn C Vn, if n 2 5 by which it follows that Tn~i C Tn for
n 2 5. So, Tn is not a minimal extension of Tn-1 if n Z 5.
It is possible to develop more classifiable sets of
tournaments (see Storcken (1989)), but because of time and
space limitations the investigations on classifiable sets of
tournaments is stopped here.
So far we have developed the outer parts of the inclusion
diagram at the end of this section. Next we will develop
classifiable subsets which are stronqly complete and quasi-
transitive. So, classifiable subsets of the set of quasi-
orderings.
First we determine classifiable subsets of the set of semi-
orderings. Next we determine classifiable subsets of the set
of interval orderings.
35EXAI~~LE 5.Í BEMI-ORDERING6
Let 8:a {R1A E C: cà rs à, à~-transitive and
cà à rs, à~-transitive}. (s.7.1)
8 is called the set of semi-orderinas. It is classifiable by
theorem 3.5 and 2.11. We will now determine classifiable sets
of relations, between w and 8. For k E{1,2,...}, consider
Ak :6 {al,a2,...,ak} in D and RklAk such that cai,aj~ E Rk1Ak
iff i 5 jti for all i,j E{1,2,...,k}.
Let 8k :s {R1A E 8: crsk,rsk-l~-transitive} and (5.7.2)
8k :a 0(Sk U{RktllAktl}} for all k E{2,3,...} (5.7.3)
Note that w: 82, that Sk and Sk can be classified as sets of
orderings and that 8k ~ 8k for all k E{2,3,4,...}.
Furthermore, let Rkt(Ak U{y}) consist of those pairs ca,b~
which are either in Rk1Ak or for which {a,b} ~{al,y} or
a~ y. It is straiqhtforward to prove that
Rkl(Ak U{y)) E 8kt1 - gk'
Hence, 1P ~ 82 ~ 82 C 83 ~ 8`3 C... Bk ~ 8'k C Sk}1 C... C 8.
Now U{Sk: k E{2,3,...}} z 8 since for all R1A E 8 there is a
k 2 fA such that R~A is ~rsk,rsk-l~-transitive.
For k E{2,3,4,...}. Let 8k :~ 0(W U{Rk1Ak}) and (5.7.4)
Sk :- {R1A E C: R1A is ~à rs à rs, à~-transitive and
crsk,rsk-l~-transitive}. Then Ek ~ 8k C 8kt1 for all
k E {2,3,4,...}.
On the other hand, it is elementary, althouqh cumbersome, to
prove that Bk S 8k for all k E{2,3,...). Hence, 8k ~ gkti for
all k E{2,3,...}. Note that (Rk1Ak)~B E 8k-1 for all
k E{3,4,5...} and for all B 5 Ak with B~ 0. Hence, by
theorem 4.7, Bk ~ 0(Sk U{Rk}11Ak}1)) for all k E{2,3,4...}.
Since W S Sk, we have for all k E{3,4,5,...)
8k-1 C 8k z m(W U{Rk1Ak}) S m(8k-1 U{Rk1Ak}). So,
Sktl ` 4(sk U{Rk{l1Ak}1}) for all k E{2,3,4,...) and
W 1~ 82 ~ 83 1~ S4 lá
85 C.. . C B~ :t
U{8k . k E {2,3,4,...}). (5.7.5)
Note that 8~ ~{R1A E R: R1A is strongly complete and
~à rs à rs,à~-transitive}.
36EXAAZPLE 5.g INTERVAL ORDERINGS
(5.8.1)
Let I :L {RlA E C: R1A i s cà rs à,à~-transitive}.
I is called the set of interval orderinqs. By 2.11 and 3.5 it
can be classified as a set of orderinqs. Note that
L~ W C 83 C... C 8 C I C Q. In example 5.7 we classified sets
of orderings which were between W and 8. In this example we
classify sets of orderings between 8 and I. (See the diagram
at the end of this section). For all positive integers k let
Ik :s {RlA E I: R!A is càk rs,à~-transitive}. ( 5.8.2)
Since càk rs, à~-transitivity implies càl rs,à~-transitivity
and not conversely whenever k c l, it follows that
I1 C I2 C I3 C... C I. Furthermore, it is easy to prove that
I1 s W and I2 a S.
Note that I z U{Ik : k E{1,2,3,...}}.
Now consider Rk1Bk E R for k E{2,3,4,...}, where
gk :{b~,bi,b2,...,bk} E D and cbi,bj~ E RkiBk iff i 5 j or
Clearly, we have RkiBk E Ik - Ik-1 for all
k E{2,3,...} and (Rk1Bk)~C E Ik-1 for all C C Bk with C~ PJ.




Moreover, it is straightforward to prove that Ík C Ik for all
k E{2,3,4,...}. Hence, we have
W- I1 - S2 ~ S2 - ÍZ C I2 - S~ Í3 C I3 ~ Í4 .. . C I.
Now consider Ik :~
Then it is easy to
p ~j I 2 ~ 8 2
~(W U {RkiBk}) for k E {2,3,4,...}. ( 5.8.4)
prove that
~S I 3 ~ I4 ~i ... C I~, where
I~ :~ U{Ik : k E{2,3,...}}. Furthermore, although ( 5.8.5)
the proof is cumbersome and therefore omftted here, it is
straightforward to prove that
37I~ s{R1A E Z: R1A is ~rs3,rs2~-transitive}. So, I~ is
classified as a set of orderinqs.
We have studied several classifiable sets of orderings between
w and s and between 8 and I. Next we will study classifiable
sets of orderings between I and Q. We will summarize all sets
of classifiable orderings discussed up till now in an inclusi-
on diaqram at the end of thfs section.
EXAMPLE 5.9 OIIABI - ORDERIN(i8
For k E{1,2,3,..}, let Qk :s{R1A E Q: R1A is ~ák rs ák,á~-
transitive). (5.9.1)
Then Qk is classifiable as a set of orderings for all
k E{1,2,3,...}. Since ~ák rs ák,á~-transitivity implies
~áltsál,á~-transitivity and not conversely if k ~ l, it
follows that Q1 ~ I C Q2 C Q3 ... C Q. Note that
Q ~ U{Qk : k E{1,2,3,..}}.
For all k E{1,2,...} let Ck :~ {ai,a2,...,a2k} in D and RkiCk
be defined as follows. For all i,j E{1,2,...,2k} :
~ai,aj~ E RkiCk iff i 5 j or itj is odd. Then it follows aqain
that Q1 ~ I~ Q1 C Q2 t~ Q2 C.. . C Qk u~ Qk C.. . C Q, íS.9.2)
















































In the preceding sections we have introduced a theory of
orderings, i.e. we have defined under what conditions a set of
relations should be called a set of orderinqs. No similar or
related theory is known to the authors. In section 2 we tried
to explain our motivatfon for choosinq the specific criteria
presented before. Here we try to answer the question whether
our theory of orderings is satisfactory. We will show that the
six criteria for a set of orderings are independent and that
certain variations of the criteria lead to undesired results.
Ffrst of all, it has been pointed out in the precedinq
sections that all well-known sets of orderinqs can be
classified as such, in other words that they satisfy the six
criteria mentioned. Furthermore, it has been shown in section
4 that L~ W. So, the criteria of section 2 exclude the
existence of a classifiable set of orderings between L and 11.
Hence, the first two conditions posed in section 1 are
satisfied by the six criteria. But in section 5 it becomes
clear that these criteria are satisfied by many other sets of
relations and one might raise the question if we accept
intuitively all these sets of relations as sets of orderings.
Stated otherwise, the six criteria of section 2 could appear
to be too weak in order to model orderings. The authors,
however, could not find any "reasonable" extra conditions,
which would decrease the number of classifiable sets of
orderings. Moreover, the existence of only 8 different
ordermorphisms (corollary 2.9) makes clear that these six
criteria are at least at first sight not too weak.
That the six criteria are independent of each other is shown
in the following six examples.
40EXAMPLE 6.1 TRIVIALITY
R itself does not satisfy non-triviality, but it is closed
under permutation, conversion, restriction, concatenation and
substitution. .
EXAMPLE 6.2 NOT CLOSED UNDER PERMUTATION
Let x E U. Consider W:~ {R1A E R: There is a relation R'lA
in L such that R1A ~ R'lA - Idi{x}}. Note that R'lA s R1A if
x~ A. Clearly W is not trivial nor closed under permutation,
but it is closed under conversion, restriction, concatenation
and substitution.
EXAMPLE 6.3 NOT CLOSED IINDER CONVERSION
Let W:: {R1A E R: RlA is reflexive and for all x,y,z E A:
If ~x,y~ E áRIA and ~y,z~ ~ rsRlA, then ~x,z~ E áRlA}. Let
RLX :s r{~b,a~, ~b,c~, ~c,b~}1X, where X~{a,b,c} and fX s 3.
Then RiX E W and vRiX ~ W. So, W is not closed under
conversion, but it is straightforward to prove that W
satisfies the other criteria.
EXA~~LE 6.4 NOT CLOSED UNDER RESTRICTION
Let W:- {RlA E W: For all 8 S A, B~ 0: If (RlA)~B, then
fB ~ 2}. Clearly W is not closed under restriction, but it
satisfies the other criteria.
EXAMPLE 6.S NOT CLOSED UNDER CONCATENATION
Let W:~ {Al1iX E R: X E D}. W satisfies criterion 2.2.1,
2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 2.2.6. W is obviously not closed under
concatenation.
41EXAII~LE 6.G I40T CLOSED IINDER BIIBSTITIITION
Let W:s {R1A E R: For all B S A with B~ 0: if
(R1A)~B : AlliB, then ~B S 2}. W fs not closed under
substitution, but it does satisfy criterion 2.2.1 up to 2.2.5.
In section 2 we formulated our intuitive motivation ior the
six criteria. Next, we will discuss variations of the ffve
closedness conditions, since intuitfon might be modelled by
different conditions. The examples 6.1 up to 6.6 show that
droppinq any one of the six criteria would result in ~oddN
classifiable sets of orderings. Since the authors want rather
less than more sets to be classifiable as sets of orderinqs,
in what follows we will only discuss strenqtheninqs of the
criteria. In modelling the irrelevance of names of the ordered
elements, we were not able to formulate other reasonable
criteria than the closedness under permutation. This holds
similarly for the closedness under conversion and restriction.
Therefore, we only discuss variations of the closedness under
concatenation and substitution. Furthermore, we remark that
the discussed variations are not yet presented in a systematic
way; other relevant varieties might exist but not yet
recognized by us.
Let A E D and let R1A E R. For x E A let better(x,RiA) :s
{y E A: ~y,x~ E áR1A} be the set of all elements y better
(with respect to R1A) an x. The set of maximal elements of
R1A are those for which there is no better element:
Max(RlA) :~ {x E A: better(x,R1A) 6 fó}. The minimal elements
~ R1A are the maximal elements of vR1A: ~
Min(R1A) :~ Max(vRiA). The top elements of R1A are those
maximal elements of R1A which are better than at least one
other element: Top(RlA) :z {x E A: x E Max(R1A) and there ia
a y E A such that x E better(y,RiA)}. The bottom elements of
R1A are the top elements of vR1A: Bottom(R1A) : Top(vR1A).
On the basis of these four notions one might define four new
concatenation operations.
42DEFINTTION 6 .7 ~QNCATENATION OPERATZONS
Let R1A, R'1B E R.
If Max (R' iB) f1 Min (RlA) ~ C~ A fl B, C f 0 and
(R1A)~C ~ (R'1B)~C, then
RiA ~~1 R' iB :~ {cx,y~ E(A U 8) x(A U B) : cx,y~ E R1A or
~x,y~ E R'1B or cx,y~ E(A - C) x(B - C)}1(A U B).
If Max(R'1B) : Min(R1A) z C: A fl B, C ~ 0 and
(R1A)~C :(R'1B)~C, then R1A ~~2 R'1B :s R1A ~~1 R'iB.
If Top(R'iB) fl Bottom(RiA) ~ C: A f1 B, C ~ P3 and
(R1A)~C s (R'1B)~C, then R1A ~~3 R'iB :S
{cx,y~ E(A U B) x(A U B) : cx,y~ E R1A or cx,y~ E R'1B or
cx,y~ E(A - C) x(B - C)}1(A U B).
If Top(R'iB) z Bottom(R1A) S C~ A n B, C ~ 0 and
(R1A)~C s(R'iB)~C, then R1A ~~4 R'1B :s R1A ~~3 R'iB.
EXAMPLE 6.8
Let A:{a,b,c,d} and B:(c,d,e,f}, where ~A i~8 s 4. Let
R1A S cáv{ca,d~,ca,c~,cb,c~}lA and
R'1B :s cáv{cc,e~,cc,f~,cd,f~}1B. Note that RlA, R'1B E B.
Furthermore, note that Max(R'1B) z Top(R'1B) s {c,d} ~
Min(R1A) : Bottom(R1A). So R1A ~~i R'iB z R1A ~~j R'1B for all
i,j E{1,2,3,4}. Now (R1A) ~~1 R'iB)~{b,c,d,e} is not cá2rs,á~-
transitive. Therefore, R1A ~~i R'1B ~ 8 for all i E{1,2,3,4}.
~
The previous example shows that 8, being a well-known set of
orderings, is not closed under .~i for all i E{1,2,3,4}.
Therefore, these concatenation operations are not suitable in
order to classify sets of orderings. In Storcken ( 1989J three
other concatenation operations are discussed. Again all three
appear not to be suitable in a classification system for
orderings.
43In order to discuss variations of the substitution operator we
introduce two new substitution operators. For R'1X, R1Y E i!,
with X f1 Y ~ 0and x EX, let Subl(R'1X,x,RIY) ::
Sub(R'1X,x,R1Y). And for R'iX, R1Y E R, with vR1Y ~ RlY and
X f1 Y s PJ, and for x E X, let Sub2 (R' 1X,x,RlY) ~
Sub(R'1X,x,RlY). Note that if V S R is closed under Subl or
Sub2, then V satisfies criterion 2.2.6.
EXAMPLE 6.9
Let X:{x,y), Y z{a,b}, X f1 Y z 0 and tX : fY : 2. Consider
A111X and rPJ1Y, two reflexive and transitive relations. So,
AlliX, rP11Y E P, the set of partial orderinqs.
But Subl(Al1iX,x,r01Y) : Sub2(A111X,x,r 01Y)is not transitive.
~
Example 6.9 shows that P, beinq a well-known set of orderinqs,
is neither closed under Subi nor under Sub2. Therefore, Subl
and Sub2 are not suitable variatfons of the substitution
operator.
44SUI~ZMARY
We have formulated and motivated six criteria which a set of
relations has to satisfy in order to be classified as a set of
orderings. We have seen that all well-known sets of orderings
can be classified as such and that a number of variations in
the formulation of the criteria are inappropriate i n the sense
that some well-known sets of orderings would not be
classifiable in that case. In section 3 we have qeneralized
the transitivity condition and shown that this generalization
suffices in order to classify a set of relations as a set of
orderings. In section 4 we have characterized the mfnimal
extensions of a given classified set of orderings. And in
section 5 we developed an inclusion schema of many sets of
orderings.
A major drawback of our theory may be that there are so many
classifiable sets of orderings. It would be nice ~o find other
plausible criteria, such that on the one hand all well-known
sets of orderings satisfy these criteria and on the other hand
there would be less classifiable sets of orderings.
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